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An uncontrollable attraction between passion and obsession, Alayna decides to leave her past and passionate destructive relationships behind to focus on her work in a hip New York club. The project was perfect, but not to mention Hudson Pierce, the club's new owner... An outrageous, rich man, the kind that Alayna had sworn to avoid in order to further
control her obsessive love desires... Then Hudson Alayna makes a strange proposal that she can't refuse... Not only can she not avoid him, she is also seduced by her universe and cannot resist her beguiling magnetism. When she discovered Hudson's dark personal story, she realized too late that he was the worst man she could relate to. Unless, beyond
their physical attraction, they manage to heal their former wounds and find love... I loved thank you, good sequel I love, very engaging book and a beautiful love story I look forward to reading the rest... Label Selection Decoration Objects Deco Bonbonnes, Lady Jeanne, Siphons, Bottles Candles, Candles, Photophores Globes, World Globes Watches,
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Loryane October 21, 2015Report this contentCritics page Show Fixed On You is the first volume of an as exciting as vulgar saga. The beginning is very pleasant and fascinating, the sequel is enchanting, but with exaggerated erotic scenes and raw language, but the ending is completely unexpected and harrowing. I've been swayed by the madness of this
romance, an erotic novel in which heroes are distraught. The result is a relationship between a young woman with obsessive inclinations and a man who can't help but manipulate because he doesn't know how to love. A game is going to get going, and there is a danger that everything will tip in the right direction or in the wrong direction? His two lost but
similar souls must pretend that comedy and reality will no longer distance themselves from each other. Can they heal together from their dark pasts to the prices of a perhaps new relapse for both? This pseudo pair is fascinating to follow, despite some subtle twists. Alayna Withers is full of ambition, after graduating, all she wants is to stay at the trendy club
she works for as a bartender and become a manager. She must avoid falling in love at all costs in order to control her ordeal and refuse to engage in the air through a leg. But it is without knowing his encounter with the new owner of the club; Hudson Pierce. He makes a proposal that is less inviting to his problem, but more attractive to his desire. She is a
heroine that I loved very much, she is sweet and very adorable. And yet it has character, very much even. In any case, it is a truly authentic person; His suffering at his demons and his willingness to fight against them shows his urge and strength to put them aside in order to live a relationship properly. Hudson Pierce has no normal past that plays and
manipulates women-loving. He is considered a heart-sick psychopath. He can't love anyone after a woman around him and himself. I don't know what to think of this character, he's common in certain personality traits. Except that it is magnetic and very moving. His view of the world and his knowledge is very interesting. Hudson is a hero for whom I have felt
affection, even if he has a great secret. But its insensitive side in language is profound in the sense that it takes its charm and vulnerability. Basically, his imperfections are set into values, which makes him truer. His inn and distrust are sympathetic. I loved and admired this man. Hudson has great merit in loving his mother, even though she is a cold woman
with a fiery temperament. The beginning of their relationship is not more sincere. Eventually, these two characters complemented each other, they found each other well. In fact, her connection will change, Alayna can't help but be attracted to this beautiful specimen, and the more time she spends on it, the more feelings emerge. Hudson's side is more
complicated, he believes he can't love anyone, and yet the little attention he gives Laynie proves that there is more than he thinks. Together they will confirm their maturity by being honest with each other and, above all, accepting each other's mistakes. This love story is sincere in gestures, but the words and explanations are fragile and difficult for them to
express. But they do not fight, they do not take by their legs to their necks; Except for Alayna, who is afraid to return to her old gaps. But she understands that this won't happen when you're near Hudson, but the opposite. Maybe she stops fleeing and lives in the moment. The plot is not great, it is a common narrative. The originality still takes sharpness from
this passion story, some references reminded me of another novel in the same style; Erotic romance and new-adult. Because Fixed On You is a mix of these two widely used genres. Despite all the authenticity of the protagonists and their wound healings gives a personal touch, the way they are together increases the mood; It's sexy, but not just sexy. They
will free themselves. Apart from that, is stress- and value-lubricating! It's very nice to be able to immerse yourself in a romance that floats information without completely revealing it. In any case, even if the nature of the frame is already exhausted, I am thrilled by this enchanting love story, a pleasure to discover it. The most harrowing thing about this first
volume of Fixed is surely the end. Due to the This result has brought tears to my eyes. The emotions, despite a small caveat, are of majestic purity. From time to time the feelings in this work are suppressed, yet I have felt them deep within me. In a few sequences they lack development, but the feeling of sparks of desire and passion dampens this sufficiently.
Laurelin Paige has a simple, natural feather. Sometimes his sentences are philosophical, even poetic. But for the explicit scenes it goes into vulgarity, the words are raw and hard to swallow. Nevertheless, I enjoyed his handwriting, not as a whole, but the descriptions are delicious and relatively detailed, as the rhythm of twists and revelations is ideal. The
author took me into his story, but the reading is not always pleasant. Of course, the synopsis is not completely unusual. Anyway, Alayna and Hudson are two characters I really loved; Their personal and past mistakes make them almost real. The passion between them is fierce, but the gentleness of feelings is fascinating at the moment. There is a lot of
eroticism, but the romance is enchanting. The comedy they lead about their love changes everything, changes the choices they make and their existence. They communicate slowly but surely, they trust each other piece by piece, they show their doubts and as good as their hopes. I can't confirm that I hung on Laurelin Paige's pen. But I am convinced of the
potential of this sensual, mysterious story. The warm atmosphere that results from the work leaves every moment in an abyss of liveliness, the more the intensity of the feelings offers a gentle stitch; And leaves a devastation at the end. Link: .. .
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